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Background: Psoriasis is a chronic relapsing skin disease that may affect the joints. In
Germany, its prevalence is estimated in ca. 2-3%. The cause is not fully understood, but it is
assumed to be multifactorial, leading to an autoimmune mediated inflammation.

Objective: In order to ensure an optimal disease management, the dermatologist should
offer an individual approach considering the unique disease and patients aspects. We
intend to build a patient profile to help dermatologists to make the best therapeutic
decisions.

Material and Methods: 101 psoriasis patients visiting the Department of Dermatology
Biederstein, Technical University Munich, Germany were interviewed between September
and November 2016.
Psoriasis patients were prospectively interviewed by a dermatologist about disease aspects
such as age, gender, disease duration and actual treatment. The disease severity were
evaluated based on PASI (Psoriasis Area Severity Index) and quality of life using the
Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI).

Results: 101 psoriatic patients receiving topical or systemic treatment were included with a
predominance of males (66,34%). The mean age was 50,3 years. The mean PASI was
2,79, and the DLQI was 3,99. 
39,6% of the interviewed patients reported psoriatic arthritis and the mean disease duration
was 19,5 years. 68,32% completed high school und 30,69% received University education.
95,05% were undergoing systemic treatment and 80,20% were treated with biologics,
among them, 85,19% received anti-IL-17, 23,46% anti-IL-12/23 and 9,88% anti-TNF-alpha.

Conclusion: Patients receiving biologics showed better quality of life. Biologics can offer
better disease control as well as more advantageous side-effects profiles and a higher
clinical response. 
Among this new class of medications, there has been remarked progress with new released
substances and the dermatologist may be confronted with difficult therapeutic decisions. In
view of that, it is essential to know the patient profile.
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